


This FREE community event offers an opportunity
to learn more about diverse populations through
persons with lived experiences of stereotyping,
biases, and prejudices.

At the Human Library, you can borrow a person "A
Human Book" and have a conversation with the
Book about their story. You will have the
opportunity to "unjudge someone," ask questions,
possibly learn something new, and perhaps talk to
someone you normally would not have the
opportunity to meet otherwise. In this safe place,

You have a chance to examine and explore your
own conscious and subconscious biases.

You might choose from titles such as Cannabis
Entrepreneur, Police Chief, Recovered Opioid
Addict, Once Homeless, Environmentalist and
Queer Person.

This is an impactful opportunity to learn, explore,
and embrace diversity. Difficult questions are
expected, appreciated, and answered.
You can come to read one Book or stay to read 2,
3, or more! Final checkout is at 7:00 p.m.



Tuesday, October 18th
1:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Meet Titles such as:

Environmentalist 
1:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Police Chief
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Cannabis Entrepreneur
2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Queer Person
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Recovered Opioid Addict
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Once Homeless
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.



Title: Environmentalist

Prejudices/Stereotypes:

Far left sympathizers
Anarchists
Don't Care About the Economy
White and Wealthy
Aggressive and Militant
Abrasive



Title: Cannabis Entrepreneur

Prejudices/Stereotypes:

Associates with criminals
Always carrying drugs
No education
Fast money and cars, loose women
Less intelligent, dropped out of
school
Violent and aggressive
Negative role model
Also uses drugs, gets others
hooked
Runs a gang



Title: Police Chief

Prejudices / Stereotypes:

Far Right sympathizers or members
Corrupt or take bribes
Enjoy the authority & power trip
Don’t care about people’s rights
Arrogant with a bad attitude
Lie, threaten and use dirty tricks
Prejudiced towards non-Whites
Stop & Search for no reason
In the hands of the Government
Don’t help when you need them



Title: Recovered Opioid Addict

Prejudices / Stereotypes:

Always carrying drugs
No education or employment
Fast money and cars, loose women
Stuck in a life of crime
Less intelligent, dropped out of
school
Violent and aggressive
Negative role model
Still uses drugs, gets others hooked
Runs a gang
Has spent time in jail and
associates with criminals
Is up to "nothing good"



Title: Once Homeless

Prejudices / Stereotypes:

Homelessness is self-inflicted
Drug-addict or alcoholic
Shabby and smelly
Don’t want to work
Can’t take responsibility for
themselves
Must be ex-forces or ex-convict
Failed at life
Aggressive beggars
Have turned down offers of ‘real’
help
Prefer the streets to a home



Title: Queer Person

Prejudices / Stereotypes:

Finds everyone sexually attractive
Sexually confused
Attention seeking
Unnatural deviant sexuality
Not interested in commitment
Has STDs


